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Episode 04 – Visualization Design Principles

Graphical Integrity, Lie Factor, Data Ink Ratio, Chartjunk, Use of 

Color

August 16th, 2022, at 12:00 PM CT

Episode 05 – Introduction to Tableau:  Building Dashboards and 

a Story.  Hands-on Introduction with Interactive Dashboard 

Created.

October 11th, 2022, at 12:00 PM CT

Episode 01 – Introduction to Machine Learning

What is ML?  Why ML? Examples

February 15th, 2022, at 12:00 PM CT 

Episode 02 – Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 

What is Deep Learning? What Can AI do?  Limitations 

of Artificial Intelligence

April 12th, 2022, at 12:00 PM CT

Episode 03 – Introduction to Data Visualization 

Goals of Data Visualization, Best Practices and What 

Makes Effective Data Visualization.

June 14th,  2022, at 12:00 PM CT

6-Episode Data Science Webinar Series

Episode 06 – Introduction to Microsoft PowerBI: Analyzing and 

Visualizing the Data.  Hands on introduction to Microsoft 

Power BI.  Visual Analysis will be Performed on Sample Dataset 

Using the Tool

December 13th,  2022, at 12:00 PM CT
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Before We Get Started…

Recording

A link to the 
recording and slides 
will be made 
available.

Questions

Type in the question 
box and we will 
answer in real time 
or during the Q&A. 

Social

Follow us on 
LinkedIn and go to 
blackhillsip.com to 
learn more about our 
webinars and other 
resources. 



Today’s Presenters…

Thomas Marlow
President – BHIP Renewals
CTO - Black Hills IP,
Former Chief Patent Counsel 
of Fairchild Semiconductor

Manjeet Rege, PhD.
Director of Center of Applied Artificial 
Intelligence, and Professor at the 
University of St. Thomas,
and Advisor to Black Hills IP



Industry is buzzing



https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2016/07/29/whats-difference-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-deep-learning-ai/



History of AI

• Dartmouth Conference 1956: the 
birth of AI
• A group of researchers came together 

to start a series of AI projects

• Goal was to program computers to 
behave like humans.

adapted from Andreessen Horowitz



History of AI
• Specific research agenda of the Dartmouth conference in 1956 was, can we 

develop techniques so that we can have computers do the following tasks:
• Reasoning (playing chess, prove math theorem, solving a math problem, medical diagnosis)

• Knowledge Representation

• Planning and Navigation

• Natural Language Processing

• Perception

• Generalized Intelligence (emotional intelligence, creativity, moral reasoning, intuition)

• These were the goals that the researchers set out to achieve in the summer of 1956. 

• However, what actually happened over the next decades is a series of boom and bust cycles 
where researchers made some advancement, built a prototype and then that did not lead 
anywhere. 

adapted from Andreessen Horowitz



AI Winters
• Georgetown–IBM experiment, 1954
• The first boom and bust cycle happened with machine 

translation

• Goal is to translate sentences from English to Russian, and 
Russian to English.

• In this experiment, they took 60 Russian sentences and 
translated that to English. 

• The demo was a success, generating a lot of interest and R&D 
funding.

A typical result: 

• English: “The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak”

• After English to Russian to English: “This whisky is strong but 
the meat is rotten”

adapted from Andreessen Horowitz



AI Winters
• Microworld approach (late 1960s to mid 70s):

• If we could not translate a language to another language, let us try to constrain the 
language to a very specific domain.  

• Lets constrain our real world to a smaller world and see if we can make progress. 

Marvin Minsky and his blocks Joseph Weizenbaum’s ELIZA, MIT

adapted from Andreessen Horowitz

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/psych101/Eliza.htm


AI Winters
• Expert Systems (1980s)

• Lets try and program specific expert domains like diagnosis, chemists, etc. 

• Find a real world human experts, interview them and then program their knowledge

• Computers are then supposed to mimic the expert behavior

• MYCIN: expert system developed at Stanford, would attempt to diagnose 
patients based on reported symptoms and medical test results.
• achieved 50-60-% accuracy (similar to human experts)

• IBM Integrated Reasoning Shell: a knowledge-based system family of software 
products to enable users to build and run knowledge-based applications



Recent breakthrough: Deep Learning

• Deep Learning is one of the class of Machine Learning algorithms called 
Neural Networks. 

• Basic Idea: Human brains consist of neurons connected with each other
• Deep Learning approach focuses on taking data structures modeled on the human 

brain and feed lots of data

• Algorithms help the computer learn based on that data provided

• Initial idea was proposed in 1940s. However, over the years with research 
progress, the algorithms have become now increasingly accurate, are able 
to learn better and are much faster. 



Google Experiment, 2012



Deep Neural Networks and amount of data

from Machine Learning Yearning



Deep Learning we use everyday



Deep Learning we use everyday

• Google Smart Reply

• Email program suggests three possible responses to 
received emails

• The ML model understands a small body of text, and 
predicts three dissimilar answers.

• The incoming text is a sequence (sequence of words)



Progress on AI Goals: Reasoning

Lee Sedol, 2015 Ke Jie, 2017



Progress on AI Goals: Knowledge Representation



Progress on AI Goals: Planning and Navigation



Progress on AI Goals: Natural Language Processing

• Remember the English to Russian and Russian to English experiment 
that could not scale up. 

• With sophisticated algorithms now and availability of large datasets, 
algorithms can parse and understand the following:

“Paris Hilton was in Paris at the Paris Hilton listening to Paris”



Progress on AI Goals: Perception



Progress on AI Goals: Generalized Intelligence 
(creativity)
• Synthesize new images from scratch

http://www.thispersondoesnotexist.com/


Neural Networks



Supervised Learning and Neural Networks 
Applications

• Real Estate
• Input(x): House Features

• Output(y): Price

Living Area #Bedrooms #Garage Area of the Plot Price

3000 4 3 0.3 391,400

2400 4 2 0.25 275,698

3100 4 3 0.5 410,364

1600 3 2 0.2 235,750

ML model(2900, 4, 2, 0.25) 295,200

x y



Price

Demand
x y

Price Demand

neuron

Single Neuron as a Processing Unit

based on example by deeplearning.ai



Idea of Multiple Neurons working together
Price
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Idea of Multiple Neurons working together
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Backpropagation Idea



Deep Neural Network Learning

Image Credit: Google



Prediction

Image Credit: Google



How does Face Recognition work?

Identity



What AI can or cannot do?



What AI can or cannot do?

• In general, anything you can do with a second of thought, you can probably 
automate it.
• Detecting spam emails

• Audio transcription

• Online advertising

• Self-driving car

• Fault detection in manufacturing

• AI cannot do: Conduct a market research study and produce a lengthy report. 



What AI can or cannot do?

• “The item I bought I arrived late. It was a retirement gift for a colleague. The 
item arrived after the retirement party. I would like to return it” 

• AI can do: Classify into Return or Exchange or Other

• AI cannot do: “We are very sorry to hear that the item arrived late. Hope your 
colleague had a great retirement party. We apologize for the inconvenience. 
Yes, what we can do for you in this case is….”



Example
Can do

Cannot do

stop

hitchiker

waving



How do you start AI Projects



Using pretrained ML models
• ML APIs from Google



Vision API

• Label detection

• Web detection

• Optical character recognition

• Landmark detection

• Logo detection

• Face detection

• Content moderation

https://cloud.google.com/vision/


Language API

• Extract entities

• Detect sentiment

• Content classification

https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/


Starting AI projects

• Selection of a project should not be 
based on the data size only
• More data is always great. However, even 

with relatively small data a lot of AI progress 
can be made as far as business impact is 
concerned. 

• 1) Try out a few initial use cases.

• 2) Develop an AI team in-house

• 3) AI Training at all levels of the 
organization

• 4) Define an AI strategy

• Characteristics of an AI 
company:
• Strategic Data Acquisition

• Unified data warehouse

• Automating business 
processes

• New roles (e.g. ML engineer, 
etc)

Based on landing.ai



Incorrect use of data to build AI systems

• Building large IT teams to collect the data before the AI team. 

• “We already have large amount of historical data”

• Underestimating the time required to clean and prepare the data:
• Incorrect labels

• Missing values



AI in the real world
Model Bias

Adversarial Attacks on AI

Deep Fakes



AI Bias
• Man : Woman as Father : ?

• Man : Woman as King : ?  

• Man : Computer Programmer as Woman:? 

[Bolukbasi et al. (2016), Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Homemaker? Debiasing Word Embeddings]

Mother

Queen

Homemaker



AI Bias

• Hiring tool that discriminated against 
women. 

• Facial Recognition working better for 
light-skinned than dark-skinned 
individuals. 

• Bank loan approvals. 



Error Rates in Computer Vision Systems
• By Female by Skin Type







Adversarial Attacks on AI

Minor perturbation

Hummingbird Hammer

Minor perturbation

Hare Desk



Adversarial Attacks on AI

labsix.org



Adversarial Attacks on AI



Adversarial Attacks on AI

3D Printed baseball gets 
classified as espresso

“Milla Jovovich” Fails to see the stop sign



Deep Fakes
• Synthesize image/video of people doing things that they never did. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BypkGIvFfGZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link






Video editing is not DeepFake



Video Editing is not DeepFake



https://www.wsj.com/articles/fraudsters-use-ai-to-mimic-ceos-voice-in-unusual-cybercrime-case-11567157402




AI and Jobs

• McKinsey Global Institute
• Jobs displaced by 2030: 400-800 million (worldwide)

• Jobs created by 2030: 555-890 million (worldwide)

• Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
• Jobs displaced by 2030: 60 million (in US)

• Bank of England
• Jobs displaced by 2035: 80 million (in US)

• Jobs displaced by 2035: 15 million (in UK)



AI and Jobs

• Mean Probability of 
automation by occupation

Nedelkoska, L. and G. Quintini (2018), "Automation, skills use 
and training", OECD Social, Employment and Migration Working 
Papers, No. 202, OECD Publishing, Paris.
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Black Hills IP  |  blackhillsip.com
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FOR JOINING US
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These materials are for general informational purposes only. 
They are not intended to be legal advice and should not be 
taken as legal advice. They do not establish an attorney-client 
relationship.


